Bulto Ityangga Traces
An integral part of an Aboriginal
sense of self exists in the land with
ancestral links and lores culturally
inscribed in the landscape through
Dreaming and other narratives.
Artists Karl Telfer, Gavin Malone
and Greg Johns have collaborated in
developing Bulto Ityangga Traces,
an artwork that integrates the

The Artwork Components
Stillness Tikkapirendi
The centre circle is a place to watch the land and
sky, night or day, for sitting or even lying down.
The surrounding circular landscape, the pattern
of the paths and landscape mounding, reflect
the River Red Gum seedpod Karra kanggulya,
enclosed in a grove of Sheoak Karko wirra.
Holding Maltorendi

with sculptural objects and the local

A contemporary sculptural interpretation of the

landform to provide a contemporary

traditional message stick that holds Knowledge

gateway to reading the narratives

Within. It provides a viewing perspective

or stories inscribed in our landscape.

through which to engage the surrounding

place where, in an inclusive manner,
Aboriginal and the incoming cultural

Tikkapirendi

Right: Holding

cultural and physical landscapes

Bulto Ityangga Traces creates a

Above: Stillness

Maltorendi

Below: Flowing,
moving Murrendi
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Waiawaiandi

cultural landscapes, both near and far.
The artists acknowledge the contribution
of Georgina Yambo Williams, Nganki burka,

traditions can engage with and

Senior Woman Kaurna to this component.

better appreciate each other by

Looking, seeing Waiawaiandi

Below and Below Left:
Awakening, growing Burro mandi

A sculptural form through which to view

Left: Knowing Tiatti warra

sharing story. The artwork is part
of restoring landscape memory
– the meaning already inscribed
in the land for Kaurna and now
being shared with others. This
takes place over seasons and
movements, so endurance and
attentiveness are required.
Bulto Ityangga Traces recognises
and respects Kaurna as a living
culture and an integral part of our

Mt Lofty and Mt Bonython, alluding to their
Kaurna cultural meaning as the ears of Yurrebilla,
the giant kangaroo slain in creation.
Flowing, moving Murrendi
The slate flow pattern, snake like, reflects
patterns which move in and out of the earth.
Awakening, growing Burro mandi
The pod forms, reflecting potential life
yet to germinate and emerge.

cultural landscape. It reflects Kaurna

Knowing Tiatti warra

country and cultural traditions

The glistening reeds wito bending to the flow of

both physically and metaphysically.

the wind and water, seasonal and ephemeral.

It provides a place to look around,
towards the hills and river, along
the sight lines, to appreciate
story, to think, to connect.

This project is a partnership between the State Government
(through the Land Management Corporation and the Department
of the Premier and Cabinet) and Campbelltown City Council.

